Southeast Asian Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies (SASECS)
https://sasecs.com

Officers:
President: Anne M. Thell, National University of Singapore
Vice President: Samara Cahill, Nanyang Technological University
Treasurer: Wing Sze Leung, National University of Singapore

SASECS sponsored panels:
American Society of Eighteenth-Century Studies Conference (March-April, 2017), Minneapolis, MN:
“Journeys to the West: Silk Roads and Settlers in the Eighteenth Century”
Chair: Samara Anne CAHILL, Nanyang Technological University
1. Rachel GOULD, Vanderbilt University, “Shared Spaces: The Oriental Fable within the London Coffeehouse”
2. Baerbel CZENNIA, McNeese State University, “Trans-Plant Perspectives: Western Gardens, Eastern Views”
Respondent: Emily MN KUGLER, Howard University

Publications of SASECS members: